Enduring beauty, timeless performance—nothing compares to COPPER
Conductor Heads
A perfect match for Berger copper gutter systems, these decorative conductor heads feature architecturally inspired design flair and Berger functionality. All seven styles are available in both 3” and 4” outlet configurations.

Spires
From simple to elegant, there’s a Berger copper spire that will give any home the perfect visual accent. All five Berger spire designs have a hollow base and can be modified to receive cable for lightning arresting systems.

Chimney Caps
A chimney cap provides a touch of architectural flair at the top of your chimney while performing several important functions.

- Prevents sparks and burning debris from escaping the chimney
- Keeps rain from entering the chimney
- Stops birds, squirrels & other animals from crawling into the chimney
- Blocks leaves, branches & other debris from entering the chimney

Architectural Copper
Berger now offers a complete line of architectural copper products custom-crafted to uniquely compliment any home. Berger copper products add style, improve curb appeal and create lasting value. From robust gutter systems and roof components to stunning architectural products including conductor heads, spires, dormers, vents, cornices as well as chimney pots and chimney caps – Berger copper products deliver the perfect mix of value, form and function.
Chimney Pots
Chimney pots are functional as well as beautiful. Not only does their tapered design improve fireplace draft, it’s also an architectural accent that adds character and beauty to any home. Berger Chimney Pots are available in seven copper styles and three steel styles. All Berger Chimney Pots are UL listed as well as certified and approved by leading fireplace manufacturers, assuring maximum compatibility with most flues.

Dormers
Decorative copper dormers add a distinctive architectural touch to any home. Louver-style dormers improve attic ventilation while window dormers act as skylights. The Berger Gable Top and Arched Gable Top dormer designs can be ordered with a louver or a window. Each style is available in three common roof pitches.

Vents and Cornices
Berger Copper louvers and vents allow effective ventilation of attic areas while adding a distinctive architectural touch. Circle vents are available in the popular 4” size; continuous soffit vent is offered in 8’ sections.

Architectural Copper cornice systems are a maintenance-free solution that adds dramatic, distinctive flair to homes and businesses. Cornice is offered in 10’ sections as well as inside and outside miters.
Roof Drainage Products

Berger remains your trusted source for traditional half-round and K-style copper gutter systems and accessories, including roof edging, trim and gutter guards along with a variety of copper coil, sheet and flashing products.

Why Choose Copper?

- Copper creates dramatic accents that enhance the beauty of your home
- Copper is extremely durable – it won’t rust or pit, even in the most demanding environments
- Copper products develop an attractive patina with age
- Copper increases the value of any property